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Abstract: Wind speed prediction is rapidly becoming
one of the most noteworthy parts in wind power
integration and operation. In the paper we compare
the prediction accuracy of 28 different adaptive
models, trained on five wind speed data sets, in order
to decide which model is the most appropriate for each
data set. We are using real world data collected from
five different Romanian cities and presenting detailed
experimental results. This research work continues
our previous investigations published at ESREL 2013
international conference, where we have proposed a
simple and efficient adaptive model for wind speed
prediction.
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NOTATIONS
LR – Linear Regression
MLP – Multi-layer Perceptron
TLRNN – Time-leg Recurrent Neural Network
TDNN – Time Delay Neural Network
ANM - National Meteorology Administration
DDR3 – Double Data Rate 3
MSE – Mean Square Error
MAE – Mean Absolute Error
RAM – Random Access Memory
FIR - finite impulse response digital
PE – Processing Elements
X = input vector for a layer
W=weight vector
U = input vector for the network, the initial input
n = time index
k = tap index
µ = the feedback parameter
H = Hessian matrix
J = Jacobian matrix
I = identity matrix
c = is always positive, called combination coefficient
e = training error

1. INTRODUCTION
Wind power prediction has a remarkable significance to
optimize and increase renewable wind power generation
[1]. The most involved problem is to develop more
precise prediction models. BP (Backward Propagation)

neural networks have been studied comprehensively in
order to build wind power prediction models, but results
have shown relatively slow convergence rates [2]. Very
precise short-term wind speed forecasting is indispensable
to reliable power system operations. A very recent study
integrates unscented Kalman filter (UKF) with support
vector regression (SVR) based state-space model in order
to precisely update the short-term estimation of wind
speed sequence [3].

2. CONTRIBUTIONS
To improve the reliability of wind power at the small
windmill farms and increase predicting accuracy of wind
speed, this paper shows a comparative study,
implemented and tested on real-world data sets, collected
from five different Roumanian cities. The author’s
contribution of this research work is a study of solutions.
For each Romanian city, we investigate which model is
the optimal prediction solution, comparing 28 different
adaptive models. The 28 models studied here cover
almost all classic prediction solutions offered by literature
until now. From our knowledge, a comparative study like
this was never done before in Romania.

3. METHODOLOGY
To implement, train and test the proposed adaptive
models, we made use of Neuro Solutions 6.21 [64 bit]
installed on a system with the following parameters: Intel
Core i7 2-2.8 GHz processor, 4 GB of DDR3 RAM and
500 GB hard disk. The adaptive models investigated in
this study have two inputs, the minimum wind speed and
the average wind speed and the desired output used for
training is the maximum wind speed. In other words we
try to predict the maximum wind speed in the next day
based on minimum and average wind speeds recorded in
the recent past.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To train the adaptive models we have collected five data
sets from the ANM web site. Each data set contains wind
speed values from a different Romanian city. The five
cities investigated in this study are: Arad, Cluj, Constanța,
Sulina, and Tulcea [4]. For each of the five cities, the data
set consists of three wind speed values: minimum,
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average and maximum. These values were collected every
day, starting with 01.01.2013 to 25.02.2013. Because of
limited space reasons, just a sample of the data set in
presented in table 1:
Table 1. Sample of data
Data
Minimum Average wind Maximum wind
wind speed speed [m/s]
speed [m/s]
[m/s]
01.02.2013
-1
2.5
6
02.02.2013

1

2.7

4

03.02.2013

-1

2.5

7

04.02.2013

-1

1.5

4

05.02.02013

1

1.7

3

…

…

…

…

Each of the 28 adaptive models compared in this study
has a name that respect the following syntax:
Topology_name
number_of_hidden_layers
learning_rule - input projection_algorithm
For example, the adaptive model named: MLP-1-LMSOMIP is a Multi-Layer Perceptron with only one hidden
layer, trained using Levenberg-Marquardt learning rule
and Self Organizing Map Input Projection algorithm. The
first comparison was performed on the data set with wind
speed values collected from Arad. The summary of all
networks is presented in (fig. 1) and the performance
metrics of the best adaptive model are shown in table 2.
As we can see, the criteria utilized to determine the best
adaptive model are: MSE (Mean Square Error) and MAE

(Mean Absolute Error). Since the literature recommends
MAE for prediction problems, in our study we have
considered MAE as the primary criterion.
As we can see in (fig. 1), Neuro Solutions for Excel
selected TLRN-1-O-M (Time-leg Recurrent Neural
Network) as the best adaptive model for ARAD data set.
The columns from (fig. 1) show that the data set was
divided in three parts: training, testing and crossvalidation. The training data set is obviously used for
training, the cross-validation data set tests the model in
the training phase and determines when the training is
stopped, while the testing data set is utilized to investigate
the prediction accuracy of the model when it receives
unseen samples at the input. The most studied TLRN
network is the gamma model. The gamma model is
characterized by a memory structure that is a cascade of
leaky integrators, an extension of the context unit of the
Jordan and Elman networks.
Table 2. Performance metrics of TLRN-1-O-M
Training

# of Rows

Cross
Val.

Testing

56

18

10

MSE

0.361936

0.969825

0.531712

Correlation (r)

0.891943

0.652769

0.865755

Min Absolute
Error
Max Absolute
Error
Mean
Absolute Error
(MAE)

0.001272

8.46E-06

0.00848

1.702931

3.304567

1.276013

0.469851

0.647543

0.601772

Fig. 1. Performance of all networks using ARAD data set
The signal at the taps of the gamma memory can be
represented by:

X0(n) = U(n)
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Xk(n) = (1- µ ) Xk(n-1) +

µ Xk-1(n-1)

(2)

The signal at tap k is a smoothed version of the input,
which holds the value of a past event, creating a memory.
The point in time where the response has a peak is
approximately given by k/ µ , where µ is the feedback
parameter. This means that the neural network can control
the depth of the memory by changing the value of the
feedback parameter, instead of changing the number of
inputs. The parameter µ can be adapted using gradient
descent procedures just like the other parameters in the

neural network. But since this it is recursive, a more
powerful learning rule needs to be applied [5].
For the data set that have wind seed values collected from
Cluj, the comparison results are illustrated in (fig. 2).
Neuro Solutions for Excel elected as the best model: LR0-B-M (Linear regression). This is a simple linear
regression model that uses backpropagation, have no
hidden layers and as gradient search implements
Momentum learning rule. The performance metrics for
this model are show in table 3.

Fig. 2. Performance of all networks using CLUJ data set
Table 3. Performance metrics of LR-0-B-M
Training Cross Val.
# of Rows

Testing

56

18

10

MSE

0.377658

0.860436

0.169143

Correlation (r)

0.903431

0.848009

0.963028

Min Absolute
Error
Max Absolute
Error
Mean
Absolute Error
(MAE)

0.017079

0.028946

0.017079

2.235209

2.401678

0.632078

0.471286

0.725777

0.34783

The image below, (fig. 3) shows the comparison results
for the data set collected from Constanța. As we can

observe, the best network chosen by Neuro Solution for
Excel in this case, is LR-0-B-L, an adaptive model very
similar to the one chosen for the CLUJ data set. The only
difference between the two networks is the learning rule,
LR-0-B-L implementing Levenberg-Marquardt instead of
Momentum. In order to make sure that the approximated
Hessian matrix is invertible, Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm introduces another approximation to Hessian
matrix [6, 7]:
(3)
H ≅ JTJ + cI
The update rule of Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm can
be presented as:
Wk+1 = Wk – (JTJ + cI) Jkek
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Fig. 3. Performance of all networks using CONSTANȚA data set
Levenberg–Marquardt learning rule is a combination
between steepest descent algorithm and the Gauss–Newton
procedure. When the combination coefficient is very small
the Gauss–Newton algorithm is used while when c is very
large the steepest descent method is utilized. Table 4
presets performance metrics of LR-0-B-L.
The data set collected from Sulina offers a new network
architecture as the leader of predictors (fig. 4). In the
Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) the memory is a tap
delay line, in other words a set of memory locations that
store the past of the input. Self-recurrent connections
(connections that feed the output of a PE to the input)
have also been used as memory, and these are named
context units. In Neuro Solutions the time delay line is
implemented using TDNNAxon, the fundamental element
of all FIR filters.

Table 4. Performance metrics of LR-0-B-L
Training
# of Rows

Cross Val.

Testing

56

17

11

MSE

0.858896

0.69224

0.430363

Correlation (r)

0.876488

0.690773

0.838611

Min Absolute
Error
Max Absolute
Error
Mean
Absolute Error
(MAE)

0.006393

0.016528

0.016528

2.830761

1.722337

1.146318

0.722724

0.616194

0.46281
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Fig. 4. Performance of all networks using SULINA data set
The performance metrics of TDNN-1-O-M are shown in
table 5. This network had one hidden layer implemented
in Neuro Solutions with the TanhAxon that has as
activation function the hyperbolic tangent. The learning
rule of this adaptive model is Momentum with a
Momentum rate of 0.7 and a step size of 0.1 that is
bumped with 10%.
Table 5. Performance metrics of TDNN-1-O-M
# of Rows
MSE

Training

Cross Val.

Testing

68

10

8

1.310303

1.525373

0.319383

Correlation (r)

0.958354

0.914065

0.965135

Min Absolute Error

0.013522

0.14901

0.015912

Max Absolute Error

4.463786

2.938686

0.953851

Mean Absolute
Error (MAE)

0.793823

0.951953

0.444953

The last data set investigated in this study was collected
from Tulcea. The prediction accuracy of each model is
shown in (fig. 5). For this data set, Neuro Solutions for
Excel elects as the best predictor the MLP-2-B-M (Multilayer perceptron). Table 6 illustrates its prediction
performance.

Fig. 5. Performance of all networks using TULCEA data set
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the networks, shown in this study as optimal for each data
set.

Table 6. Performance metrics of MLP-2-B-M
Training

# of Rows

56

Cross Val.

11

Testing

18

MSE

1.172599 1.352827 0.498589

Correlation (r)

0.864004 0.906156

Min Absolute Error

0.021147 0.190774 0.136042

Max Absolute Error

2.78608 2.804189 1.190774

Mean Absolute Error
(MAE)

0.855954 0.928171 0.634727

0.84734

Regularly, for static pattern classification, the MLP with
two hidden layers is a widespread classifier. In other
words, the discriminant functions can take any shape, as
required by the input data clusters. Additionally, when the
weights are appropriately normalized and the output
values are in [0, 1], the MLP have the maximum
performance. In terms of mapping aptitudes, the MLP is
supposed to be able to approximate random functions [5].

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this research work we have compared 28 adaptive
models in order to find the best wind speed predictor for a
particular data set. In our experiments we made use of
data sets that have wind speed values collected from five
Romanian cities. The results strengthen the theory that the
prediction accuracy of each model is strongly depended
upon the data set on which it was trained. Linear
Regression networks seems to be well-suited for
predicting wind speed from Constanța and Cluj cities
while recurrent models like Time Delay Networks and
Time-leg Recurrent Networks are the optimal solutions
for cities like Sulina and Arad. Multi-layer perceptron
with two hidden layers appears the top predictor for the
Tulcea wind speeds data set. As future research we plan
to develop an adaptive models ensemble that integrates
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